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Q1: Overall, what do you think of the LMP Blog?

Answered: 10    Skipped: 0
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Q2: How easy is it to find the information you are looking for on the LMP 

Blog

Answered: 10    Skipped: 0
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Q3: What do you think about the look and feel of the LMP Blog?

Answered: 10    Skipped: 0
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Q4: How easy is it to understand the information on the LMP Blog?

Answered: 10    Skipped: 0
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Q5: How likely is it that you would recommend the LMP Blog to a friend or 

colleague?

Answered: 9    Skipped: 1
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Q10: Do you have any other comments about how we can improve the LMP 

Blog?

“Keep doing it 

“I really enjoy this Blog - it has a good mixture of events/news/research opportunities/magazine entries/jobs etc.” 

“Find way of giving feedback on some topics and themes “

“Having a space for comments/ discussion “

“No. It works very well as it is. Thank you! “

“The email update with listed posts is extremely useful for summarising what has been uploaded recently, enabling users to 

engage easily with those posts relevant to them, whilst also being aware of other topics arising. It would be great to have this list 

function accessible on the website too, perhaps as a sort of "contents page", with all post from all editions listed. Then it would be 

easy to skim through posts from recent months. Perhaps this is on there already so ignore me if so! “

“This is an extremely valuable resource for those of us working in LCC at a strategic level; it keeps us in touch with reality and 

aware of the important work going on in the third sector and within communities. Please continue.” 

“Maybe there could be different sections by theme, so it's easy to find out what's going on in terms of training, job vacancies, 

legislation&policy...etc”


